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Background1.

Overview
COVID-19 is a coronavirus that has had a significant impact on the global and national economy. As part of
the drive to get businesses operating safely again, there are general obligations on employers under the
Health & Safety at Work Act 1974 to ensure the safety of their employees and those who can be impacted
by their undertakings. As part of the safe remobilising of workplaces, it is important that risk assessments
are completed to ensure appropriate control measures are in place to minimise risk to employees and those
impacted by undertakings.

Controlling the transmission and spread of COVID-19 is a key social and reputational risk item and it is
important that appropriate measures are put in place to reduce the likelihood of spread.

This risk assessment is aligned with up-to-date guidance at the time of the assessment and fulfils the
general obligation to assess risk under the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999. It
also considers information published by professional bodies relating to specific risk items.

Whilst the requirements to risk assessment are key, they do not supercede other general and specific legal
requirements relating to health & safety.

Where guidance is changed and amended this risk assessment will need to be reviewed in line with
updated guidance. Where possible, the client must review amended guidance and consider whether the
control measures identified within this document are still valid.

Social distancing, keeping more than 2m away from others not in your household, is identified as being
integral in the reduction of spread of COVID-19 and should be applied wherever possible in the workplace.
It is important that where it is not possible to apply the principles of social distancing, the hierarchy of
controls is applied, which is summarised below (with Elimination being the most favourable control and PPE
being a last option if all others are not possible):

Where independent trade bodies and unions have identified specialist measures to control the spread of
COVID-19 within the workplace, these guidelines should be followed where possible.
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Managing Risk
Everyone needs to assess and manage the risks of COVID-19. As an employer, you also have a legal
responsibility to protect workers and others from risk to their health and safety. This means you need to
think about the risks they face and do everything reasonably practicable to minimise them, recognising you
cannot completely eliminate the risk of COVID-19.

You must make sure that the risk assessment for your business addresses the risks of COVID-19, using
this guidance to inform your decisions and control measures. A risk assessment is not about creating huge
amounts of paperwork, but rather about identifying sensible measures to control the risks in your workplace.
If you have fewer than 5 workers, or are self-employed, you don’t have to write anything down as part of
your risk assessment. Your risk assessment will help you decide whether you have done everything you
need to. There are interactive tools available to support you from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE).

Employers have a duty to consult their people on health and safety. You can do this by listening and talking
to them about the work and how you will manage risks from COVID-19. The people who do the work are
often the best people to understand the risks in the workplace and will have a view on how to work safely.
Involving them in making decisions shows that you take their health and safety seriously. You must consult
with the health and safety representative selected by a recognised trade union or, if there isn’t one, a
representative chosen by workers. As an employer, you cannot decide who the representative will be.

At its most effective, full involvement of your workers creates a culture where relationships between
employers and workers are based on collaboration, trust and joint problem solving. As is normal practice,
workers should be involved in assessing workplace risks and the development and review of workplace
health and safety policies in partnership with the employer.

Employers and workers should always come together to resolve issues. If concerns still cannot be resolved,
see below for further steps you can take.

Where the enforcing authority, such as the HSE or your local authority, identifies employers who are not
taking action to comply with the relevant public health legislation and guidance to control public health risks,
they will consider taking a range of actions to improve control of workplace risks. For example, this would
cover employers not taking appropriate action to socially distance, where possible. The actions the HSE
can take include the provision of specific advice to employers through to issuing enforcement notices to
help secure improvements.
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Employers have a duty to reduce workplace risk to the lowest reasonably practicable level by taking
preventative measures. Employers must work with any other employers or contractors sharing the
workplace so that everybody’s health and safety is protected.

In the context of COVID-19 this means working through these steps in order:

In every workplace, increasing the frequency of handwashing and surface cleaning.·

Businesses and workplaces should make every reasonable effort to enable working from home as a·

first option. Where working from home is not possible, workplaces should make every reasonable
effort to comply with the social distancing guidelines set out by the government (keeping people 2m
apart wherever possible).

Where the social distancing guidelines cannot be followed in full, in relation to a particular activity,·

businesses should consider whether that activity needs to continue for the business to operate, and,
if so, take all the mitigating actions possible to reduce the risk of transmission between their staff.

Further mitigating actions include:·

– increasing the frequency of hand washing and surface cleaning
– keeping the activity time involved as short as possible
– using screens or barriers to separate people from each other
– using back-to-back or side-to-side working (rather than face-to-face) whenever possible
– reducing the number of people each person has contact with by using ‘fixed teams or
partnering’ (so each person works with only a few others)

Finally, if people must work face-to-face for a sustained period with more than a small group of fixed·

partners, then you will need to assess whether the activity can safely go ahead. No one is obliged to
work in an unsafe work environment.

In your assessment you should have particular regard to whether the people doing the work are especially
vulnerable to COVID-19.

The recommendations in the rest of this document are ones you should consider as you go through this
process. You could also consider any advice that has been produced specifically for your sector, for
example by trade associations or trades unions.

If you are currently operating, you are likely to have gone through a lot of this thinking already. We
recommend that you use this document to identify any further improvements you could make.

Sharing your risk assessment
You should share the results of your risk assessment with your workforce. If possible, you should consider
publishing it on your website (and we would expect all businesses with over 50 employees to do so).

At the back of this document you will find a notice you should display in your workplace to show you have
followed the guidance and assessed the risks.
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Site and Survey Information2.

Report Information

Scope of Survey: Risk Assessment survey to identify hazards, assess risks and
recommend risk controls to comply with the requirements of current

health & safety legislation and Codes of Practice in relation to measures
to control the spread of COVID-19. The survey covers areas under the

responsibility of the client and as based upon relevant guidance
provided by Public Health England at the time of the survey.

Limitations / Exclusions: Based upon guidance published on the date of the report. If·

guidance has only just been released on the date of report, or
shortly before, it may not have yet been updated in the self-
assessment template
As there is specific guidance relating to many items included·

within this risk assessment, the considerations within this report
should not be considered exhaustive and additional
considerations may need to be applied to risk elements
associated with specific working environments
Document is based upon information inputted by the person·

completing the form. S2 Partnership does not accept any
responsibility for the accuracy of this information or that
measures that have been identified within this risk assessment
as being in place are being actively controlled
Restricted to areas under the control of the client. This·

assessment does not extend to areas outside of the control of
the client unless there are specific requirements to co-operate
and co-ordinate with third parties and other relevant stakeholders
It is the responsibility of the client to implement control measures·

associated within this document and S2 Partnership does not
accept responsibility for the implementation of such measures

Site Survey Information

Company: RiskWise

 Person Completing Risk
Assessment?

Mrs Deanna Tutty

 Role in Organisation? Practice Manager

Site name and address: 54 Harley Street
 54 Harley Street

London
W1G 9PZ
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3. Health & Safety Risk Assessments
Introduction

The assessment of safety risk is an essential component of any Health & Safety Policy.  The process
serves to identify and control the safety risks that are present in premises for which the client is
responsible.  It is a legal requirement under Health & Safety Management Regulations for an employer
or person in control of premises to carry out risk assessments.

Explanation of the Sections within the Assessment Tables:

Each risk assessment table includes the following sections:
Subject  - a brief definition of the safety hazard subjectØ

Controls in Place – a list of what controls are in place to control the hazard subjectØ

Recorded Answer – what information was selected by the person completing the riskØ
assessment
Evidence / Comments – Further explanations, notes and comments relating to the controls,Ø
hazards and risk actions are recorded here.
Action Required – the individual actions that should be considered to control the hazards andØ
put right the things that are wrong
Risk Priority – the assessor's opinion of how urgent is the action that should be taken to reduceØ
risk to a tolerable level.  This is based on the current level of safety risk calculated from the Risk
Level Indicator on the next page, and summarized at the foot of the table

Other Notes
Aside from routine review, risk assessments will need to be carried out again whenever something·

significant changes on site, for example, health & safety guidance, a refurbishment of all or part of
the property, new piece of hazardous machinery, or changed contractors.
Other health & safety elements are not included within this risk assessment. It is the responsibility·

of the company to provide further risk assessments.
Guidance within the UK is given related to COVID-19 by Public Health England or the Scottish,·

Welsh or Northern Irish equivalent Public health authority. As this document is produced at a point
in time, guidance can evolve and change and therefore it is important that the document is
reviewed in line with amended guidance from the local health authority.
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Explanation of the Sections within the Assessment Tables:

Each risk assessment table includes the following sections:
Subject  - a brief definition of the safety hazard subjectØ

Controls in Place – a list of what controls are in place to control the hazard subjectØ

Missing Controls / Problem – an explanation of any missing controls or safety problemsØ
identified during the risk survey, including thumbnail photographs where they help to clarify the
problem
Further Action Required – the individual actions that should be taken to control the hazardsØ
and put right the things that are wrong
Risk Priority – the assessor's opinion of how urgent is the action that should be taken to reduceØ
risk to a tolerable level.  This is based on the current level of safety risk calculated from the Risk
Level Indicator on the next page, and summarized at the foot of the table
Notes / Comments – Further explanations, notes and comments relating to the hazards and riskØ
actions are recorded here.

Other Notes
Aside from routine review, risk assessments will need to be carried out again whenever something·

significant changes on site, for example, health & safety guidance, a refurbishment of all or part of
the property, new piece of hazardous machinery, or changed contractors.
Further information about safety controls and company standards may be found in RiskWise Health·

& Safety Policy.  It sets down how the company manages health and safety in sites under their
control.  This information is held electronically in the RiskWise web-tool under the property’s
Documents Library feature.
Guidance within the UK is given related to COVID-19 by Public Health England or the Scottish,·

Welsh or Northern Irish equivalent Public health authority. As this document is produced at a point
in time, guidance can evolve and change and therefore it is important that the document is
reviewed in line with amended guidance from the local health authority.
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Risk Level Indicator

Safety risks are assessed by considering first the possible outcome and then the likelihood of it
happening, taking account of existing controls that are in place

Actions within the report have been assigned priority levels based upon the risk of transmission of COVID-
19 and are meant to act as guides relating to how quickly action will need to be taken. They are based upon
general principles of risk management and do not take into account actual risk within a workplace, which
may vary dependent on number of persons accessing the area.

In some cases, items identified within the risk assessment will need to be addressed in shorter timeframes
identified in the above table, which acts as a guide. In some instances the actions will need to be completed
prior to the reoccupation of the workplace.
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Persons Affected
On this site, the following is a general summary of the work activities that take place and the persons who
could be affected by them. It should be noted that this is not an exhaustive list, and some may fall under the
responsibility of other parties.

General Work Activities:

Administrative Functions·

General workplace activities·

Security·

Cleaning·

Maintenance·

Persons Like to be Affected

Staff·

Contractors·

Visitors / Members of the Public·

Other parties working in the demised area·
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Site Survey Information

Person Completing Risk Assessment? Please add answer into the
comments box

Mrs Deanna Tutty

Role in Organisation? Please add answer into the
comments box

Practice Manager

Illness Control

Have people who have symptoms of COVID-19
been instructed to stay away from the building?

Yes

Have instructions been provided to staff about self-
isolation for both them and their household if they
do have symptoms?

Yes Yes on Covid Roadmap

Where staff attend the workplace is a log of
attendance kept?

Yes Yes

Clinically Vulnerable Employees

Where employees have been identified as being in
a clinically extremely vulnerable category, are they
able to work from home and continue the practice of
‘shielding’ as defined by the Government?

Yes Yes - they will continue to work
from home
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Where clinically vulnerable employees must travel
to work, have individual risk assessments been
completed for them and communicated?

Yes Continue to work from home

Have reasonable adjustments been made for any
employees who have disabilities or may be
expectant mothers?

Yes No staff have disabilities or are
pregnant

Employees who might be negatively impacted by
implemented steps have been considered?

Yes

Staff working remotely

Staff are encouraged to work from home where
possible?

Yes Yes

Is the wellbeing of people working from home being
considered?

Yes Yes- weekly zoom meetings and
psychologists available

Have the mental and physical wellbeing of
employees working from home been considered
where possible?

Yes Yes
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Have employees working from home got
appropriate equipment to work safely and
effectively?

Yes Yes- access to work desktops

Travel to Work

Flexible working arrangements implemented? Yes Yes- working from home if
possible. If cannot work from
home delayed start to avoid rush
hour

Staff encouraged to travel to work outside of peak
times?

Yes

Guidance relating to safely travelling to work
provided to staff?

Yes Yes

Consideration given to increasing provision
available for parking on site?

Not Applicable N/A

International travel restricted wherever possible? Not Applicable N/A

Personal risk assessments completed for staff
travelling internationally?

Not Applicable N/A

Access Arrangements
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Pedestrian waiting areas outside of the building
clearly identified with social distancing markers,
which does not obstruct either pedestrian or
vehicular access routes?

Not Applicable Patients asked to arrive only 5
mins prior to appointment

Where there are pedestrian waiting areas outside of
the building, have measures been considered to
protect those waiting?

Not Applicable N/A

Entrance doors set to open automatically or without
needing to touch them where possible?

No - Not possible No - buzzed in by reception so
can push door with elbows

Where entrance doors are not capable of
operating automatically, consider leaving
them open (if security allows). If they must
remain closed, ensure there is hand
sanitizer within the entrance area.

D - Tolerable

Additional cycle storage provided? No - Not considered N/A Consider the installation of additional cycle
storage to enable staff traveling to work to
cycle instead of using public transport.

C - Moderate

Have additional storage facilities been provided for
workers' clothes and bags?

Yes Yes- Individual drawers

Is access to locker rooms or changing facilities
regulated?

Yes Yes

Cycle access maintained without contact points
where possible?

No - Not considered N/A If entrance doors can be set to open
automatically, ensure this is activated and
that, if they must remain closed that hand
sanitizer is provided within the entrance
area.

C - Moderate
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Handwash facilities or hand sanitiser available at all
entry and exit points?

Yes Yes

Procedures implemented for courier and postal
deliveries, including requesting only business post
and parcels delivered?

Yes Yes

Maximum number of persons within workplace
identified, where possible?

Yes Yes- appointment times
staggered and only 2 clinics
running

Number of entrances controlled to prevent
overcrowding?

No - entrance numbers
cannot be changed

Only 1 entrance Ensure that the number of people
accessing workplaces are monitored and
controlled effectively to prevent
overcrowding.

C - Moderate

Car Parks and Vehicle Access Areas

Access to parking areas controlled and restricted to
prevent overcrowding where possible?

Not Applicable N/A

Contactless payment systems utilised where
possible?

Yes Yes- payment portal online

One-way pedestrian routes and other social
distancing measures implemented within car
parking areas where possible?

Not Applicable No car parking

Access to loading bay areas restricted to authorised
vehicles and personnel only where possible?

Not Applicable N/A
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Implemented booking system for deliveries to
control access to vehicle circulation areas where
possible?

Not Applicable Only parcel force and postman

Equipment & Maintenance

Ventilation levels monitored and increased where
possible?

Yes Yes

HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning)
systems avoid the use of recirculating air, where
possible?

Yes Yes- rooms with windows used

Equipment and machinery touch points cleaned
after use where possible?

Yes Yes- antibacterial wipes

Equipment is not shared between users.  Where
this is not possible, it is cleaned thoroughly between
users?

Yes Yes

Social Distancing Measures (circulation areas)

Extended hours implemented to enable more
flexible working arrangements for occupiers?

Yes No but staggered start and finish
times implemented

Common area furniture removed or made
unavailable to discourage congregation?

No No but only one patient will be
waiting due to staggered clinics

Remove common area furniture or provide
signage to discourage use of the furniture
within common areas.

C - Moderate
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Newspapers and magazines removed from waiting
areas?

Yes Yes

Staff encouraged to reduce visitors to the building,
where possible?

Yes Yes - patient to arrive alone

Signing in procedures amended to prevent touch
points?

Yes Yes

Any visitors are allocated an appropriate time to
attend the building to limit the number waiting
within?

Yes Yes

Record of visitors held? Yes Yes

Guidance provided for visitors relating to measures
implemented?

Yes Yes

Security barriers manned manually, rather than
using turnstiles and access control barriers?

Not Applicable N/A

Signage used to direct movement into lanes, if
feasible, while maintaining a 2 metre distance?

Yes Yes

Processes in place to restrict access to prevent
overcrowding within circulation areas?

Yes Yes
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

One-way access routes set up within entrance
areas where possible?

No - considered but not
possible, signage installed

Not possible but staggered
appointments

Install signage within the access areas
identifying the measures in place and
reminding people to stay 2m apart.

D - Tolerable

One-way access routes set up within circulation
areas where possible?

No - considered but not
possible

Not able to but staggered clinics Install signage within the circulation areas
identifying the measures in place and
reminding people to stay 2m apart.

D - Tolerable

One-way access routes set up within stairwells
where possible?

No - considered but not
possible

Yes Install signage within the stairwells
identifying the measures in place (advice
on which side of stairs to walk up/down)
and reminding people to stay 2m apart.

D - Tolerable

Floor plans produced identifying access and
circulation routes?

Yes Yes

Pedestrian routes clearly identified and markings
provided where appropriate?

Yes Yes

Maximum numbers identified for lifts? Not Applicable N/A

Appropriate markings identified within lifts? Not Applicable N/A

Are disabled persons still able to access lifts? Not Applicable N/A

Hand sanitizer provided in each lift lobby? Not Applicable N/A in lift
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Enable and encourage use of stairs instead of lifts
where possible?

Not Applicable Only access as no lift

Automatic door opening devices considered to
prevent touch points on handles?

No - Not possible Buzzed in so can use elbow Where entrance doors are not capable of
operating automatically, consider leaving
them open (if security allows). If they must
remain closed, ensure there is hand
sanitizer within the entrance area.

D - Tolerable

Hand sanitiser stations provided within entrance
areas and near common touch points?

Yes Yes

Installation of barriers or screens considered where
social distancing is not possible?

Yes Yes

Social Distancing Measures (Office areas)

Numbers of persons on site actively managed in
accordance with space available?

Yes Yes

Hand washing stations provided within office
demised areas?

Yes Yes

Internal doors kept open where possible,
notwithstanding fire safety requirements?

Yes Yes where possible
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Desk spacing completed in line with 2m rules where
possible?

Yes Yes

Where desks are safe for use, they are clearly
identified to staff?

Yes Yes

Where desk spacing is not possible, barriers or
screens considered to reduce transmission risk?

Yes Yes

Where desk spacing cannot be implemented,
smaller teams are established and work is only
completed in these teams?

Yes Yes

Use of hot desks avoided where possible? Yes Yes

Sharing of equipment or desks is kept to a minimum
where possible?

Yes Yes

Staff provided with cleaning materials to clean items
they have touched?

Yes Yes

Internal face-to-face meetings kept to a minimum? Yes Where possible but as clinic
some f2f carried out
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Video conferencing facilities utilised where possible
for both internal and external meetings?

Yes Yes

Meeting rooms set up to enable social distancing? Yes Yes

Pens and other shared objects removed from
meeting rooms where possible?

Yes Yes

Hand sanitiser provided in meeting rooms? Yes Yes

Meetings held outside where safe and practical to
do so?

Not Applicable N/A

Social Distancing Measures (Kitchen & Break-out
areas)

Designated number of people accessing welfare
facilities?

Yes Yes

Break times staggered to reduce number of people
in break-out areas?

Yes Yes

Is outside eating encouraged where safe to do so? Yes Yes
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Hot water and soap provided within kitchen areas
and stock levels are checked regularly?

Yes Yes- daily cleaning

Hand washing encouraged before and after use of
kitchen appliances?

Yes Yes- signs displayed

Use of vending machines restricted in areas where
hands cannot be washed before and after use?

Not Applicable N/A

Staff encouraged to bring their own food into work
pre-prepared?

Yes Yes

Signage displayed within kitchen areas to identify
control measures in place (social distancing and
handwashing)?

Yes Yes

On site personnel encouraged to bring their own
food into work pre-prepared?

Yes Yes

Canteens and on-site caterers operate take-away
services rather than dine-in?

Not Applicable N/A

Prayer rooms regularly cleaned and measures in
place to enable the safe use of these areas?

Not Applicable
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Social Distancing Measures (WC areas)

Ventilation systems maintained regularly and
systems do not reduce levels where there are low
occupancy levels?

Yes Yes

Doors and windows opened to increase ventilation,
where possible?

Yes Yes

Hot water and soap provided within WC areas and
stock levels are checked regularly?

Yes Yes

Reduce number of in-use sinks / urinals to
encourage social distancing where possible?

Not Applicable

Increased cleaning regimes implemented to WC,
baby changing areas and showers, focusing on
touch points such as flush handles and taps?

Yes Yes

Appropriate signage displayed within WC areas? Yes Yes

Means of drying hands provided - either paper
towels or hand dryers?

Yes Yes
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Signage in place in shower areas and changing
rooms that states the facilities must be kept free of
personal items and that social distancing must be
maintained?

Not Applicable N/A

Enhanced Cleaning implemented within shower
facilities?

Not Applicable N/A

Contractor Management

Contractor RAMS consider social distancing
measures and processes to control infectious
disease transmission?

Yes Yes

Site arrangements communicated to contractors
appropriately prior to attendance (site rules etc)?

Yes Yes

Contractor documentation provided electronically
where possible?

Yes Yes

Number of contractors accessing demise is
regulated to prevent overcrowding?

Yes Yes

Co-operation & Co-ordination
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Staff are notified of arrangements relating to this
risk assessment?

Yes Yes

Site personnel who need to operate elements of this
risk assessment are competent to do so?

Yes Yes

Fire brigade notified of amended processes relating
to fire safety (beyond implementing a "scatter"
approach once people are outside the building in
the event of evacuation)?

Yes Yes by landlord

Insurers notified of infectious disease control
processes in place within the building?

Yes Yes

Landlord notified of measures implemented within
your demised area (if relevant)?

Yes Yes

Amended emergency procedures shared and
aligned between occupiers and managers?

Yes Yes

Signage & Communication
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Signage provided at the entrance to accessible
areas, identifying measures implemented and is
prominently displayed?

Yes Yes

Public address systems utilised where present to
communicate measures regularly if appropriate?

Yes Yes

Have measures that discourage people to raise
their voices been implemented?

Yes Yes

Cleaning Regimes

Increased cleaning regimes implemented? Yes Deep clean prior to opening and
daily cleaning

Anti-bacterial products utilised for cleaning? Yes Yes

Additional cleaning completed on touch points, such
as buttons, access control systems and door
handles?

Yes Yes

Cleaning times recorded? Yes Yes
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Additional waste bins provided and collected more
frequently?

Yes Yes

Process in place to complete cleaning when a
confirmed or suspected COVID-19 case is reported
in the workplace?

Yes Contract cleaning will be notified

Personal Protective Equipment

Face coverings permitted to be worn on site should
site-based personnel choose to do so.  All
personnel have been advised of correct procedures
to be followed should they decide to wear a face
covering.

Yes Yes

PPE available and suitable training has been given
to those who would be expected to respond to
persons falling ill on site

Yes Yes

Emergency Procedures

Emergency procedures have been reviewed and
revised where required?

Yes Yes
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COVID-19 Risk Assessment

Controls in Place Recorded Answer Evidence / Comments Action Required Risk Priority

Procedures in place should a member of staff
display relevant symptoms of COVID-19 at work?

Yes Yes

Emergency procedures include the delivery of first
aid?

Yes Yes

Adequate competent persons available to enact
emergency procedures?

Yes Yes

Documentation amended to consider social
distancing measures where possible?

Yes Yes

Implement scatter approach on building evacuations
where safe?

Yes
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Action Summary

Action Ref Action Required Risk Priority
#RI-20-71 Where entrance doors are not capable of operating automatically, consider leaving them

open (if security allows). If they must remain closed, ensure there is hand sanitizer within the
entrance area.

D - Tolerable

#RI-20-72 Consider the installation of additional cycle storage to enable staff traveling to work to cycle
instead of using public transport.

C - Moderate

#RI-20-73 If entrance doors can be set to open automatically, ensure this is activated and that, if they
must remain closed that hand sanitizer is provided within the entrance area.

C - Moderate

#RI-20-74 Ensure that the number of people accessing workplaces are monitored and controlled
effectively to prevent overcrowding.

C - Moderate

#RI-20-75 Remove common area furniture or provide signage to discourage use of the furniture within
common areas.

C - Moderate

#RI-20-76 Install signage within the access areas identifying the measures in place and reminding
people to stay 2m apart.

D - Tolerable

#RI-20-77 Install signage within the circulation areas identifying the measures in place and reminding
people to stay 2m apart.

D - Tolerable

#RI-20-78 Install signage within the stairwells identifying the measures in place (advice on which side of
stairs to walk up/down) and reminding people to stay 2m apart.

D - Tolerable

#RI-20-79 Where entrance doors are not capable of operating automatically, consider leaving them
open (if security allows). If they must remain closed, ensure there is hand sanitizer within the
entrance area.

D - Tolerable
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